
Year 5 Newsletter 
Autumn Term September – December 2020 

Welcome back. We hope that you 
have all had a fantastic summer. We 
hope you a ready for an amazing 
school year at Phil and Jim! 
 
Communication  
If you have any queries or wish to 
make an appointment, please feel 
free to email the office. We will 
endeavour to reply to any emails 
within 48 hours.  
 
Topic this term 
This term, Year 5 will be learning all 
about the Vikings. We are all very 
excited about exploring this 
fascinating period of history. We will 
be engaged in a variety of activities, 
including: investigating Viking 
invasions and settlements; making 
our own Viking longboats; learning 
about Viking belief systems; finding 
out about how Viking people lived 
and making Viking food. 
 
English 
In English, we will continue to follow 
Pie Corbett’s Talk 4 Writing process.  
Narrative writing will include 
creating our own “Defeating the 
Monster” tales and “Warning” tales. 
Our non-fiction writing this term will 
be persuasive writing and non-
chronological reports. Daily English 
lessons will also include spelling, 
punctuation and grammar activities. 
 
Maths 
In maths we will be looking at a wide 
range of skills. These will be revisited 
throughout the whole year. We will 
begin by consolidating place value 
and using the four operations in both 
written and mental methods. The 
aim is to be confident in these 
aspects so we can apply our 
understanding. We will also be 
looking at shape and measurement. 
Later in the term we will look at 
decimals and fractions.  
 
 

Morning Routine 
The school gates and classroom 
doors open at 8:40am and school 
will begin promptly at 8:50 for the 
register. May we remind parents 
that they must drop their child off 
at the gate and may not enter the 
school site. 
 
Home time: 3pm 
At the end of the day, the children 
will be dismissed via the gate. 
Please give written permission if 
you allow your child to walk home 
alone. If your child regularly 
attends after school club, please 
ask your child to write this up on 
the sheets displayed in the 
cloakroom or email the office. For 
ad-hoc arrangements, please let 
your child’s class teacher know in 
the morning, or email the office if 
this is not possible.  
 
Homework 
A task on the week’s learning will 
be set on a Friday and due in on 
the following Wednesday. We will 
be using Class Dojo and you will 
receive more information about 
this at a later date. 
 

PE kits 
Please may we remind all students 
and parents that a full PE kits are 
required for school, this includes a 
separate pair of PE trainers. For 
health and safety reasons, all 
children at Phil & Jim must change 
into a separate PE kit for all PE 
lessons regardless of what they wear 
to school.  We have a compulsory PE 
kit which consists of white or navy 
shorts and trainers (which can be 
purchased from any outlet) and our 
navy school T-shirt, which you can 
purchase online.  Here you will also 
find a number of optional PE items 
which you can choose to purchase if 
you wish. There include shorts, skort, 
mid-layer tops and bottoms. 
I would also like to remind students 
with long hair that it must be tied 
back for PE, and that jewellery must 
be removed for PE lessons. PE will 
happen every Tuesday and Friday. 
 
Shoes for school  
Students and parents are reminded 
that no flip-flops or crocs should be 
worn in school, and that shoes worn 
for school must be sensible and be 
secure on your child’s feet. Also, as 
the weather gets wetter and colder 
throughout the term, it may be a 
good idea to have a pair of wellies 
for the rain or snow. (Please label 
everything!) 
 
Drinks bottles  
Please can all students bring a 
named drinks bottle to school with 
them. 
 
Pencil Cases 
There is no need to provide pencil 
cases because the school will provide 
stationary. You are welcome to bring 
in a used tin can (i.e. Baked Beans or 
Heinz Tomatoes Soup) which we will 
decorate and use as a pencil pot! 
 
We will have a wonderful term and 
we hope your children are excited! 
 
Mr Ansell & Mr Waldron 

 

https://www.bluebloodsports.co.uk/st-philip-and-st-james-school

